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Exercise 1 

Fill in the blanks with the words from the box. 

ashamed   angry   bored   disappointed   pleased   proud   supportive   scared 

 
Lewis was a lazy student and was always (1.) bored with studying. His parents were (2.) angry about him 
watching TV all the time. Although they were (3.) disappointed with his exam results, he was never (4.) scared 
or (5.) ashamed of failing his exams.  
 
However, Lewis’ teacher saw potential in him. She encouraged him a lot in class and was always (6.) supportive 
of him. Gradually, Lewis showed improvement in his exams. His teacher was (7.) pleased with his progress and 
believed that his parents would eventually be (8.) proud of his exam results in the near future. 
 

Exercise 2 

Fill in the blanks with the words from the box. 

angry   excited   happy   sorry   satisfied   upset 

 
Yesterday, Henry celebrated his birthday with his friends at a new restaurant. They were (1.) satisfied with its 
classy decoration and were (2.) excited about trying the special menu. However, the food was not served after 
thirty minutes. Henry and his friends were getting (3.) upset about the wait and were not (4.) happy about the 
service at all. 
 
Fifteen minutes later, the food finally arrived at the table, but the portion was very small. Henry was really (5.) 
angry with the staff because he thought they ruined his birthday. Nevertheless, they were not (6.) sorry about 
the poor service. Henry and his friends decided that they would not visit that restaurant again. 
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Exercise 3 

Fill in the blanks with the words from the box. 

angry   afraid   bored   delighted   disappointed   happy   supportive   upset 

 
Are you (1.) afraid of travelling? Many travellers are (2.) delighted with visiting countries all over the world. 
Although they may occasionally get (3.) upset about unexpected difficulties or even become (4.) angry or (5.) 
disappointed with unfriendly locals, in general they are very (6.) happy about their trips as they can learn 
about other cultures and meet many interesting people. If you travel with friends, you will also learn how to 
be (7.) supportive of one another. Travelling is a fun and enjoyable activity that you will never be (8.) bored 
with. 
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Exercise 4 

There is one mistake in each of the following sentences. Underline the mistakes and write the correct answers 
on the blanks. 

1. The new roller coaster is one of the highest in the region. We are really excited about trying it.   
 
2. The weather is getting worse. Some of us are worried about our hike tomorrow.  
 
3. Act like a man and show us your courage! You shouldn’t be afraid of those tiny cockroaches.  
 
4. That might not be his best performance, but he was rather pleased with how the game turned out in 

the end. 
 
5. I’m bored with his stories. I don’t find them funny at all.  
 
6. Be supportive of your friends in need. That’s what friends are for. 
 
7. What a goal you have just scored! We are so proud of you! 
 
8. The hotel offers wonderful service and the guests are so pleased with it. 
 
9. Naomi is upset about losing her vintage purse. It is unlikely that she will find a proper replacement 

anytime soon.  
 
10. The deafening noise from the construction site never stops. Nancy is really angry about it. 
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Exercise 5 

There is one mistake in each of the following sentences. Underline the mistakes and write the correct answers 
on the blanks. 

1. Brad is one of the most hardworking students I have ever seen. He will never get bored with studying.  
 
2. Getting angry with your teammates will not help solve the problem. Let’s communicate with one 

another and sort it out together.  
 
3. At night the hikers spotted a hut hidden beneath the hills. But it was just too dark and they were afraid 

of going in.    
 
4. Cheating during exams is not allowed. We are deeply ashamed of any dishonest behaviour.  
 
5. Be a good kid and your parents will be proud of you.  
 
6. Grandma was admitted to hospital again. We are getting more worried about her health now.  
 
7. Dennis finally managed to grab a ticket for the concert and was excited about seeing his favourite 

artist.   
 
8. Jordan is scared of heights. His head got dizzy when he looked down from the top of the building. 
 
9. Ashley has huge potential to become a successful pianist, but she does not practice hard enough. Her 

piano teacher is disappointed with her attitude.  
 
10. After ten years of studying abroad, Kelvin finally came back to Hong Kong and his parents were really 

happy about his return. 

 
 


